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Preface

As is well known, computers have become increasingly powerful and far
exceed human ability to solve well-defined problems such as numerical
computation, document processing, and logical inference in ideal worlds
where all information is known and there is an algorithm for the solution
that may be stated precisely in a programming language. Nevertheless,
computers are still far inferior to humans in many other intellectual
tasks such as pattern recognition, dealing with ill-posed problems, and
learning. If computers are to develop to the point where they can per-
form humanlike, flexible processing in the real world—thus opening up
a new horizon in information-processing technology—we must pursue
the fundamentals of humanlike information-processing, come to terms
with how humans process information at an intuitive level, and embody
this theoretical knowledge in various developing hardware technologies.
The development of advanced information systems that exhibit flexible,
humanlike intelligence capable of dealing with real-world problems is
one of the most important challenges shared by such diverse fields as
pattern information processing, knowledge information processing, in-
telligent robots, and friendly human-machine interfaces.
With the aim of developing such information-processing systems, the

Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) of Japan launched
a large-scale national program in Real World Computing (RWC) in 1992,
with a ten-year budget of over 500 million dollars. The program is out-
lined in the general introduction to this book. Phase I of the RWC
program (1992–1996) explored three general areas: novel functions for
applications, theoretical foundations, and parallel and distributed com-
putational bases. The research in Phase II (1997–2001) has been more
integrated and focused, allotting resources to two projects: real-world

x
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Preface / xi

intelligence (RWI) and parallel and distributed computing (PDC). The
aim of the RWI program area is to broaden the application horizons of
conventional information-processing technology to include flexible, real-
world intelligence. To pursue this objective, we established six core areas
of research and development: autonomous learning systems, multi-modal
interaction systems, self-organizing information base systems, theoretical
and algorithmic foundations, real-world adaptive devices, and intellec-
tual resources.
This book is about the theoretical and algorithmic foundations of real-

world intelligence. The objective of the research in this area has been to
establish a theoretical foundation for two key technologies, information
integration and learning, drawing ideas from neural networks, genetic
algorithms, Bayesian networks, EM algorithms, hidden Markov models,
and the like. Conventional artificial intelligence in a narrow sense is a top-
down approach; it is too artificial, based on deductive formal logic and
symbol manipulation. In contrast, neural networks—that is, connection-
ist AI—artificial life, genetic algorithms, complex systems, and emergent
computation represent a bottom-up approach. They are based on pat-
tern computing or subsymbolic dynamic computation, shifting the focus
toward induction, learning, and self-learning. However, what is essential
to developing systems with real-world intelligence is understanding the
computational aspect of intelligence; that is, identifying and confirming
the unifying principles of computation behind both these methods, to
deepen them theoretically, and to implement them as a more powerful
computational methodology.
We have classified the various themes investigated under theoreti-

cal and algorithmic foundation into the following six categories: mod-
els for representing knowledge, algorithms for inference and integration,
algorithms for learning, system architectures for information integra-
tion and learning, frameworks of interaction for learning, and test-bed
applications for empirical evaluation. The themes were researched by
six research laboratories: NEC Laboratory, GMD Laboratory (German
National Research Center for Information Technology), SNN Labora-
tory (Stichting Neurale Netwerken in the Netherlands), SICS Labora-
tory (Swedish Institute of Computer Science), Toshiba Laboratory, and
ETL (Electrotechnical Laboratory) RWI Research Center.
To promote cooperative R&D among these laboratories, numerous

workshops and meetings were held. As the research was drawing to a
close, we faced the question of how to present the results because, in
general, the fruits of theoretical research mature slowly and are not
immediately demonstrated in practical systems or hardware. We finally
decided to collect the results into a book, as well as try to exhibit them
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xii / Foundations of Real -World Intelligence

in more conventional ways such as prototypes. The introductory survey
and the chapters in this book are the results of the research of five
of the laboratories, each of which covers multiple research issues from
representation of knowledge to test-bed applications.
We hope that this book will be of value to all who have at least a

modest background in modern information-processing technology and a
genuine interest in the fascinating possibilities that have motivated the
research.
Finally, we want to express our thanks to all contributors to the book

and to everybody who devoted themselves to the RWC program. In par-
ticular, we sincerely thank Professor Hidehiko Tanaka of the University
of Tokyo, chairman of the promotion committee of the RWC program;
Dr. Junichi Shimada, managing director of the RWC program and di-
rector of the Tsukuba Research Center of the Real World Computing
Partnership (RWCP); Dr. Yoshikuni Okada, general manager of the re-
search planning department of RWCP; and Dr. Nobuyuki Otsu, chief of
the RWI Research Center of ETL. We also thank Dikran Karagueuzian
and his staff at CSLI Publications for making it possible to produce
and publish the book, and Judith Feldmann for diligent editing of the
manuscript.

July 2001
The Editors
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General Introduction †

RWI Research Center, Electrotechnical Laboratory

Nobuyuki Otsu and Hideki Asoh

This chapter provides a general introduction to the ideas discussed in this
book. First, we introduce the concept of real-world intelligence. Then, we
overview the Real-World Computing (RWC) program, a ten-year large-
scale R&D program promoted by the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI)† of the Japanese government since 1992. The program
consists of two R&D domains, real-world intelligence (RWI) domain and
the parallel distributed computing (PDC) domain. We briefly overview
R&D activities in the RWI domain. Finally, we describe in greater detail
R&D efforts in the theoretical and algorithmic foundation area of the
RWI domain, which is the theme of this book, as introductions to the
following chapters.

1 Real-World Intelligence and the Real-World
Computing Program
Nobuyuki Otsu

Supported by the remarkable development of computer and communi-
cation technologies, information technology is producing an innovative
change in today’s society, not only in industrial activities but also in the
qualitative improvement of our way of life. The amount of information
we handle will increase explosively because of the increasing needs of

†In a major reorganization, Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL) became a part of
the new National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST)
in April 2001, while the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) was
changed to Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry (METI) in January 2001.

1

Foundations of Real -World Intelligence.
Yoshinori Uesaka et al. (eds.).
Copyright c© 2001, CSLI Publications.
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2 / General Introduction

multimedia information processing and the expansion of new applica-
tion domains. This means not only an increase in quantity but also an
increase in the quality and variety of information. Such social and tech-
nological needs are starting to require a new paradigm of information
technology, not simply as a linear extension of the conventional one, but
as an essentially new underlying framework. In other words, it is neces-
sary to make computers more user-friendly and easy to use by providing
them with humanlike flexible and intelligent capabilities in order to as-
sist and collaborate with humans in the diverse information environment
of the real world.
We call such intelligent capabilities real-world intelligence to stress the

contrast with the conventional artificial intelligence technologies, which
are mainly based on the explicit description of knowledge and logical
inference in well-defined environments such as games, problem solving,
and theorem proving.
Today, computers have come to possess enormous computing power

that far surpasses human abilities to solve well-defined problems such
as numerical computation, document processing, and logical inference
in preassumed ideal information worlds where there are algorithms for
the solution that can be stated clearly in programming languages. Nev-
ertheless, computers are still inferior to humans in many areas such as
pattern recognition, problem solving under incomplete information, and
learning. The framework of the information processing done by modern
computers is still not as flexible as that of the information processing
done by humans in the real world, where many problems are illdefined
and hard to describe in algorithms. It might be said that current infor-
mation technology is still immature in the so-called intuitive or inductive
aspect in contrast to the logical and deductive aspect of reasoning.
Therefore, to cope with such real-world problems and to open a new

horizon in information processing technology, it is essential to pursue
the more flexible ways that humans process information, by investigat-
ing the intuitive or subsymbolic level of human information processing
and embodying these methods as new information processing technolo-
gies on the basis of the developing hardware technologies. The develop-
ment of information systems that have humanlike, flexible intelligence
and that can cope with real-world problems is one of the most important
demands common to various fields such as pattern information process-
ing, knowledge information processing, intelligent robotics, and friendly
human–machine interface, all of which aim at advancing our methods of
intelligent information processing.
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Real-World Intelligence and Real-World Computing Program / 3

1.1 Outline of the RWC Program
The Real World Computing (RWC) program started in 1992 as the suc-
cessor to the Fifth Generation Computer project. This is the large-scale
ten-year Japanese national project launched by MITI with a budget of
over $500 million for ten years. Whereas the Fifth Generation project
pursued the logical (symbol-based) aspect of information processing (or
intelligence) of humans, the RWC program is rather pursuing the intu-
itive (pattern-based) aspect of information processing and also aiming at
unifying both aspects in a bottom-up manner within a new framework
and foundation for next-generation information processing.
The primary objective of the RWC program is to lay the theoretical

foundation necessary to pursue the technological realization of human-
like flexible, intelligent information processing, capable of directly and
flexibly processing various kinds of information in the real world. The
aim is to build a new paradigm of information processing for the highly
information-based society of the twenty-first century (MITI, 1992; Otsu,
1993).
In July 1992 the RWC partnership (RWCP) was founded, and fifteen

Japanese companies including almost all major electronics firms have
since joined, with more than thirty contract research themes making
it through the reviewing process. In October 1992, the RWCP founded
its own central laboratory, Tsukuba Research Center (TRC), near ETL
(Electrotechnical Laboratory) in Tsukuba City, expecting close coop-
eration with ETL and inviting about twenty researchers from labora-
tories of each company. The RWC program also opened the door to
foreign counties, and four research institutes—GMD: German National
Research Center for Information Technology, SNN: Stichting Neurale
Netwerken (the Netherlands), SICS: Swedish Institute of Computer Sci-
ence, and Kent Ridge Digital Laboratories (Singapore)—participate as
contractors, and some others as subcontractors (details are available at
http://www.rwcp.or.jp/home-E.html). ETL, which belongs to MITI and
played an important role in the early conceptualization of the program,
continues to support and lead the program, having sent some researchers
to the main positions in TRC and also carrying out its own leading-edge
research on RWC with a group of about fifty researchers.
In Phase I (1992–1996), exploratory research was done in three layered

fields:

1. novel functions for application;
2. theoretical foundation; and
3. parallel and distributed computational bases.

Via the interim review in 1996, Phase II (1997–2001) has focused on more
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4 / General Introduction

integrative and intensive R&D, allotting resources to two domains:

• RWI (real-world intelligence) and
• PDC (parallel and distributed computing).

The RWI domain, which is promoted by RWI Research Center in ETL/
MITI, aims to add real-world intelligence (learning and information in-
tegration capabilities) to the conventional information-processing tech-
nology in order to expand its application horizon. Main R&D topics
include theoretical bases, application systems implementing novel func-
tions (multi-modal computer–human interface systems, autonomous
learning, mobile systems, etc.), and supporting hardware (adaptive de-
vices such as evolvable hardware and smart pixels) and software (in-
tellectual resources such as databases and library; Otsu, 1998). In the
PDC domain, which is promoted by TRC/RWCP, aims to provide par-
allel and distributed computational bases (seamless computing systems)
for improving general use of the currently expanding global computer
network infrastructure. Main R&D topics include computer architecture
(such as PC/WS cluster and optical interconnection), software environ-
ments (such as SCore, MPC++), and some PDC applications such as
large-scale simulation, data retrieval, and parallel protein information
analysis (PAPIA).

1.2 Real-World Intelligence
1.2.1 Objectives
As has already been stated, the goal of the research and development of
real-world intelligence in the RWC program is to develop fundamental
technologies for modeling and understanding humanlike flexible intel-
ligence, including abilities of information integration and learning, and
combining these with the conventional information technologies, thereby
broadening the potential and application domain of information process-
ing.
Unlike the computer, humans and other living creatures develop quite

flexible intelligence that functions adaptively in the real world. The brain
acquires such real-world intelligence through interactions with the real
world via pattern information. Symbolic intelligence is actually formed
on this real-world basis.
The essential functions of real-world intelligence are

• information integration, and
• learning/self-organization.

Information integration involves processing various kinds of information
in the real world that contain ambiguity and uncertainty, such as im-
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Real-World Intelligence and Real-World Computing Program / 5

ages and sounds, in an integrated and parallel manner, so that such
information can be used in recognition, understanding, overall judg-
ment, and decision-making about behavior. Learning/self-organization
involves systems’ adapting or evolving their own functions by autono-
mously collecting information through interactions with the real world.
Information integration and learning/self-organization have been stud-

ied separately so far in theoretical contexts, but the special accomplish-
ment of real-world intelligence lies in exercising these abilities in a con-
sistent and integrated manner. In addition, information integration and
learning/self-organization should be integrated with recognition and rea-
soning functions. Their integration in a theoretical framework requires
stochastic and statistical methods to deal with uncertain information
in the real world. Using these information integration and learning/self-
organization functions as a common framework, we need a system that
closely ties the research on theoretical foundations and research and de-
velopment with actual applications of the theory.

1.2.2 Approach and Methodology
What kind of approach or methodology should we take in trying to real-
ize real-world intelligence? To put it briefly and directly, we need to use
the stochastic (probabilistic and statistical) and parallel/dynamic com-
puting approach, in order to cope with large-scale but partial, uncertain,
and incomplete information in the real world. Conventional methods of
information processing are based on the computer’s logic, i.e. procedu-
ral and serial processing (a linear method), whereby input information
is converted into output information as an algorithm. This is a direct
method with a rigid framework and is very efficient at handling well-
defined problems; however, it lacks flexibility and often breaks down
when dealing with real-world situations. In contrast, multilayer neural
networks (Rumelhart et al., 1986) or multivariate data analysis are based
on a feedback loop for optimization with evaluation by including degrees
of freedom as parameters in the processing. With this, the method learns
adaptively the optimal processing from examples. It is, in a sense, a for-
ward adaptation method. On the other hand, model fitting (Geman and
Geman, 1984; Hopfield and Tank, 1985) or regularization theory (Pog-
gio and Koch, 1985) may be considered backward adaptation methods.
These assume a parameterized model as an ideal output. With this, the
method evaluates the discrepancy of the model, updating it based on
input information, achieving optimal though implicit processing.
As we consider real-world intelligence, we must take such new tech-

niques into account. Key issues are a mechanism for evaluation and a
feedback loop for optimization, and both should be installed in the sys-
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6 / General Introduction
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Figure 1.1. Scheme of R&D in the RWI domain.

tem if the system is to be adaptive and autonomous. It is also necessary
to consider pattern recognition in thinking how the brain deals with pat-
tern information in the real world. The basis for learning and inference,
pattern recognition is very important for intelligence. It is located at the
“front end” of intelligence, where it meets the real world, bridging pat-
terns and symbols. From a logical perspective, pattern recognition has
an inductive phase of learning and also a deductive phase of decision
making. In addition, pattern recognition focuses essentially on parallel
processing or overall judgment.
Behind the flexible and intelligent processing of information, in ar-

eas such as pattern recognition, neural computation, regularization, and
stochastic inference, lies a Bayesian framework (Otsu, 1982, 1989; Ge-
man and Geman, 1984). Multivariate data analysis represents such things
most simply as a linear model; what allows for nonlinear functionality to
some extent is a neural network. Its extremity is the Bayesian inference
(Otsu, 1982).

1.2.3 Research and Development
For pursuing the above objectives, we have established six core areas
for research and development (figure 1.1). Three of them are system ori-
ented, covering basic information-processing abilities (such as recogni-
tion and understanding, reasoning, and control) and typical application
domains, and the other three areas support the system-oriented areas.
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To promote and encourage the cooperative R&D in those areas, work-
shops are being organized and meetings are often held within each area
and across areas. Participants are researchers from contracted compa-
nies, university professors as subcontractors, and researchers from the
RWI Research Center in ETL as chairs.
Autonomous Learning System. Autonomous learning system is a
physical agent (e.g. a mobile robot) that moves around autonomously in
real environments, acquires and learns information related to its envi-
ronment (including people) by sensing and interacting with the environ-
ment, and can be developed into a system that offers services according
to needs. This system is, in a sense, considered as a test bed for inte-
grating various novel functions that are being developed. R&D topics
include sensor- and vision-based navigation, map learning, vision for
object recognition, understanding of speech and sounds in noisy envi-
ronments, knowledge acquisition and representation, multi-agent archi-
tecture, action planning, and so on. A prototype system, Jijo2, is being
developed in ETL.
Multi-modal Interaction System. A multi-modal interaction sys-
tem is a personified agent-type computer–human interface that enables
users to communicate with computers or information systems in a nat-
ural way, by integrating multi-modal information (speech, images, ges-
tures, etc.). R&D topics are understanding and synthesis of images (in
2-D and 3-D), speech sounds, facial expressions, hand sign language, and
inter-modal learning for concept formation by complementary use of im-
agery information and language (e.g. the way infants and children learn
concepts of objects in the real world with assistance from mothers). It is
hoped that this kind of system will become a next-generation interface
system that will allow everybody to communicate easily with computers
and information systems everywhere.
Self-organizing Information Base System. A self-organizing in-
formation base system is one that can retrieve, sort, summarize, and
present diverse and vast amounts of information in the real world or in
information networks in a self-organizing manner for supporting users’
intellectual activities. This technology is urgently required in the current
information society, especially given the flood of information typically
encountered on the Internet. R&D topics are clustering of large-scale
data such as contents of newspapers or TV, 3-D browsing and user inter-
face, and mutual retrieval between different media such as texts, images,
and speech sounds. Work is also being done to devlop a common format
in which to represent and treat such multimedia information in a unified
manner.
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Theoretical and Algorithmic Foundations. Theoretical and algo-
rithmic foundation is the target area of this volume. The area concerns
the theoretical foundations of information integration, learning and self-
organization, and optimization techniques that support RWI systems.
The theoretical bases of the technology advances are of great impor-
tance in bringing about a true breakthrough and prevent the end result
of these technologies from becoming a simple collection of heuristics.
Extensive research is being carried out on neural networks, Bayesian
networks, genetic algorithms, EM algorithm, HMM, ICA, and so on. A
truly new technology will be created through the close interaction and
collaboration of empirical work with application-oriented R&D.
Real-World Adaptive Devices. Systems in the real world need to
operate adaptively in real time. It is often difficult to achieve this through
only the application of software; hardware support is essential. This does
not mean that we need supercomputers, but we may need certain special-
ized hardware devices (chips) that contribute to the realization of real-
time and adaptive processing. New types of hardware are being devel-
oped, such as reconfigurable hardware (RHW: next generation FPGA),
evolvable hardware (RHW+GA), and smart pixel (optical vision chip).
Real-world application systems implemented with the adaptive devices
are also being developed in ETL, for example, evolver (an autonomous
mobile robot with gene), EMG-controlled prosthetic hands, and so on.
Intellectual Resources. Support from the software side is also im-
portant. That is, we need to provide and maintain various databases,
benchmarks, and a library of software, in order to accelerate and evalu-
ate the R&D of real-world intelligence technology. This area is called the
intellectual resources for R&D. For instance, real-world databases such
as images, speeches, and texts (corpus) are important for the design and
evaluation of the real-world intelligence systems and techniques being
developed. It is also important to archive acquired common techniques
and programs in the software library; doing so will accelerate R&D and
will also leave the results of R&D in a stable form for coming genera-
tions. Databases already developed are available in CD-ROM, and some
of the software library will be open to the public on the Web.

1.3 Concluding Remarks
Conventional artificial intelligence in a narrow sense is a top-down ap-
proach. Based on deductive formal logic and symbol manipulation, it
is too artificial to model human intelligence by itself. In contrast, the
recent paradigm shift in neural networks (connectionist AI) and in ar-
tificial life (such as genetic algorithms, complex systems, and emergent
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computation) is a bottom-up approach, based on pattern recognition or
subsymbolic dynamic computation, shifting the focus toward the induc-
tive aspect of intelligence—toward learning and self-organization. How-
ever, what is essential to the project of modeling real-world intelligence
is the computational (or cognitive) aspect of intelligence; we need to
clarify and confirm the unified principle of computation behind these
methods, to deepen them theoretically, and to implement them as more
powerful computational paradigms. There already exists a framework
of Bayesian inference, decision-making (Otsu, 1989), and other types of
stochastic computation. The project also tends toward furthering this
existing research.
A consequent and natural question is the following: how will AI re-

search in the twenty-first century progress? An initial answer is that it
will further investigate distributed and cooperative intelligence based on
embedded systems, which corresponds to the further development of the
global information network and of ubiquitous, wearable intelligent infor-
mation appliances. The RWC program, in particular the R&D in the
RWI domain, is actually providing technological bases for these future
developments.

2 Theoretical and Algorithmic Foundations of
Real-World Intelligence
Hideki Asoh

What are the theoretical and algorithmic foundations for realizing intel-
ligent systems?
About ten to twenty years ago, the main answer was symbolic logic and

production rules. Logic programming (declarative programming, con-
straint programming) and production systems were considered a very
powerful tool for representing knowledges about the world and mak-
ing inferences. Many kinds of logics, inference algorithms, and expert
systems were investigated. The 5th Generation Computer Project de-
veloped special hardware that could handle very fast logical inference.
Logical statements are very powerful as representations of knowledge

and rules that can be explicitly written down in language, and of the
inferences we make with them. However, there are many types of im-
plicit knowledge that are difficult to represent as logical statements or
linguistic rules. For one thing, such knowledge often includes noise and
contradictions. We human beings have huge amount of implicit knowl-
edge that is indispensable to our surviving in the real world. For example,
we can recognize a visual image of face, but we cannot explain why we
can or just how we recognize it. Pattern recognition research has mainly
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been tackling such implicit knowledge. One of its major theoretical foun-
dations is statistics.
Real-world intelligence systems should handle complex, uncertain, dy-

namic, multi-modal information in the real world. Both explicit and im-
plicit types of knowledge are important here. Hence we need to develop
a novel integrated framework that can represent our knowledge and in-
ferential abilities using both types of knowledge. In addition, given the
enormous complexity and variety of the real-world environment, it is
impossible to preprogram all knowledge. Hence a learning capability is
crucial to modeling real-world intelligence. Learning, like the process
of evolution, is a kind of meta-programming strategy; instead of writing
target programs themselves, we implement learning programs that them-
selves generate and modify target programs according to the interaction
between system and environment.

2.1 Objective
The objective of the research activities in the area of the theoreti-
cal and algorithmic foundations of RWI is to establish the theoretical
foundations of the two key technologies, information integration and
learning/self-organization. Our aim is to provide novel schemes and al-
gorithms for acquiring knowledge, representing knowledge, making in-
ferences with that knowledge, and using that knowledge to interact with
the environment and other users. Not only proposing new schemes and
methods but also analyzing the performance of the methods theoretically
and empirically, and efficiently implementing the methods and provid-
ing them to the researchers creating prototype systems of real-world
intelligence are important objectives.

2.2 Approach
Approaches to the theoretical foundations of intelligent systems can be
divided into two groups: rule-based and normative, or model-based. The
former approach, based on symbolic logic, is used mainly in conventional
AI in areas such as knowledge engineering, natural language processing,
game playing, and so on. The latter is used in pattern recognition and
is based on statistics and probability theory.
The two approaches are coming closer together recently, as the neces-

sity of handling real-world information becomes consensus among the re-
searchers of intelligent systems. Real-world information is multi-modal,
noisy, uncertain, dynamic, and complex. To handle such information,
both approaches need to be extended. For example, in some rule-based
expert systems such as MYCIN, measures of certainty of information
called certainty factor have been introduced. More recently, inductive
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logic inference is being investigated to try to make the systems learn
logical statements from experiences.
Simple statistics based on Gaussian distributions or mixture of Gaus-

sian distributions, which were major tools in statistical pattern recog-
nition, turned to be not powerful enough to treat complex information
such as speech signals or motion images. For example, in speech recog-
nition systems, it seems that more complex probability models such as
the hidden Markov model or neural networks play an important role.
Probability distributions with combinatorial structure, called graphical
models, have been investigated intensively in recent years.
The main approach we take here is the latter one: a normative ap-

proach based on statistics and probability theory. One reason to choose
it is its theoretical soundness. At the same time, we remain open to novel
alternatives. Explorative studies seeking new schemes of representing in-
formation, making inferences, and learning are also being done.

2.3 Research Issues
In order to review various research themes investigated in the RWI
project, we will organize them in the following six categories and then
briefly describe major research issues.

• Models for representing knowledge
• Algorithms for inference and integration
• Algorithms for learning/self-organization
• System architectures for information integration and learning
• Frameworks of interaction for learning
• Test-bed applications for empirical evaluation

2.3.1 Model
A model is a general scheme or language for representing various con-
straints between variables. It is also used to describe the generation
process of observed data. Here we focus mainly on probabilistic rela-
tionships between variables and exploit as models families of probability
distributions with graphical structure.
There is no universally superior model. Each model has its own char-

acteristics. Hence our mission is to clarify the characteristics of models
and make predictions of their performance in various specific but some-
how general situations.
In addition to probabilistic models, we also investigate novel informa-

tion representation schemes that are appropriate for information inte-
gration.
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2.3.2 Algorithms for Inference and Integration
Since computations of probability using a structured probability dis-
tribution model is computationally intensive, efficient approximative
algorithms are necessary to realize the real-time response of systems.
Anytime algorithms, which can output approximative results at any re-
quested moment, are preferable. The active control of the probability
computing process is also important for the efficiency of the computa-
tion.
Integrating information from multiple sources can be considered a

special case of inference. However, the vast variety of the information
sources makes the problem more difficult.

2.3.3 Algorithms for Learning/Self-Organization
To learn is to acquire proper constraints to behave properly in envi-
ronment. If a criterion for evaluating the appropriateness of constraints
is given, the learning problem reduces to an optimization problem. A
well-known criterion in statistics is maximum likelihood. However, the
likelihood function is not appropriate as a criterion for selecting struc-
ture of models because it will always select the most complex model.
The models treated in this project have a graphical structure and so

structure selection is indispensable for them to provide a good repre-
sentation of knowledge. Hence we need to determine criteria for model
selection and learning.
When the model is complex, the search for good representation tends

to become computationally intractable. Thus we need heuristics that
work in typical settings. Two of current major trends in machine learn-
ing research are distributed learning and active, explorative learning
such as boosting. Genetic algorithms can be considered a kind of active
distributed learning mechanism.
In many learning procedures, computing statistics from data is the

most computationally costly part. Approximation techniques for statis-
tical inference introduced from statistical mechanics are effective here,
as well.

2.3.4 System Architecture
For the extensible systematic realization of a multi-modal information
integration system, a flexible system architecture is necessary. Multi-
agent software architecture is a candidate for implementing complex
information processing.

2.3.5 Frameworks of Interaction for Learning
Although distributed learning or active learning is a powerful learning
mechanism, acquiring the proper model structure is still a very difficult
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problem. To overcome this difficulty, we need to develop novel frame-
works for learning.

2.3.6 Test-Bed Applications
To evaluate algorithms, we need test-bed applications. Several applica-
tion problems are selected from various domains such as genetic informa-
tion processing, decision support systems, natural language processing,
and robotics. “Test-bed” does not mean just “toy problems” or “small-
scale problems.” Some of research issues are directly related to systems
oriented research in other RWI research areas, and some of them treat
large-scale real-world data.

2.4 Organization of R&D and This Book
As will be shown in the following chapters, various research issues in the
theoretical and algorithmic foundations area have been investigated by
five distributed laboratories in RWC partnership (RWCP) and one lab-
oratory in RWI research center at ETL. Each laboratory covers multiple
research issues from representation of knowledge to test-bed application.
In what follows, we briefly summarize their goals and major results as
an introduction to the following chapters.

2.4.1 Inference and Learning with Graphical Models
(ETL Lab)

The ETL Lab aims to establish the foundations of learning and inte-
grated information processing for real-world intelligence that can inter-
act closely with the real world, including humans, and execute flexi-
ble information processing. Various models, such as Bayesian networks,
probabilistic constraint programs (an extension of constraint program
that can treat statements of the first order predicate logic with proba-
bility), and mixture of Gaussians, are explored by the lab.
A combination of Bayesian networks and neural networks developed

by this lab is able to extend the applicability of the Bayesian networks
to real-world continuous-valued data. The algorithm is also being imple-
mented in Java language with an elegant graphical user interface and
flexible data-base access capability. Another remarkable result is a new
compilation mechanism for probabilistic constraint programs.
Another approach to graphical modeling, multivariate information

analysis, is also being pursued. Several methods have been proposed to
determine the relationship between random variables, including analyz-
ing information-theoretic measures such as mutual entropy between vari-
ables. The methods are applied to the brain image data from functional
MRIs, which describe the activity of the brain during cognitive tasks to
reveal the relations between the activities of several parts of a brain.
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Investigating novel learning schemes that interact more closely with
the environment is another major research issue in this lab. Two new
schemes have been proposed and are being implemented. The first is
dialogue-based learning, or socially embedded learning, which uses com-
munication between learning systems and human users intensively. The
second is intermodal learning, which exploits the multimodality of the
sensory-motor flow of real-world intelligent systems. There it is expected
that integrating various parts of the structure that are acquired from
different modalities of the sensory-motor flow will result in a complete
structure of knowledge.
The performance and characteristics of the methods are analyzed the-

oretically and empirically. The developed methods are implemented effi-
ciently and provided to the researchers to build prototypes of real-world
intelligence.
In chapter I of this book, following an overview of the R&D in the ETL

Lab, three major results, i.e. the combination of the Bayesian networks
and neural networks, multivariate information analysis, and dialogue-
based learning, are described in detail.

2.4.2 Probabilistic Knowledge Representation and
Active Decision (SNN Lab)

Chapter II discusses the work of the SNN Lab. The aims of the research
in this laboratory are to develop novel theory, techniques, and implemen-
tations for learning and reasoning in a complex dynamic multisensory
environment. The approach to reasoning and learning is based on the
axioms of probability theory and Bayesian statistics. Boltzmann Ma-
chines and Bayesian networks are investigated as main target models.
The lab pursues efficient approximative algorithms for such graphical
models, incorporating elegant methods from statistical mechanics such
as mean field approximation. Efficient learning algorithms for Boltzmann
Machines and Bayesian networks are developed and evaluated.
These novel methods are demonstrated in two real-world applications:

medical diagnosis and music transcription. Large-scale probabilistic net-
works are constructed and applied to the diagnosis of anemia under the
collaboration with University Hospital Utrecht.

2.4.3 Reflective Teams: Active Learning and Information
Integration in Open Environments (GMD Lab)

The goal of the GMD Lab research on reflective teams (R-Teams) is to
build complex artificial reality systems that provide new insights into
real-world processes. This requires:
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• building the theoretical foundations for real-world intelligent sys-
tems by developing new heuristics and algorithms based on soft
computing embedded in R-Teams architecture;
• demonstrating the benefits of R-Teams architectures for the inte-
gration of real-world technologies; and
• implementing real-world applications like distributed problem solv-
ing in a network of computational agents, mobile radio networks,
and city traffic simulations in R-Teams architectures.

The lab has proposed a new optimization algorithm. As a first step
toward designing and evaluating decentralized heuristics for agents in-
terconnected by a network, GMD Lab. has chosen a benchmark applica-
tion—the optimization of decomposed discrete functions. They use two
different agent types—probabilistic and intelligent—for generic decen-
tralized solution methods. They have developed the probabilistic meth-
ods UMADA and FDA (factorized distribution algorithm), extensions
of genetic algorithms. The lab has analyzed the dynamic behaviors of
algorithms UMADA and FDA.
In a next step, the lab implements the R-Teams optimization method

(RTeam-Opt) based on game theory. The agents are active and reflective.
Each agent is responsible for a component of the fitness function. The
global fitness function is unknown to the individual agent. The agents use
local optimization, cooperation with neighbors, and reflection. RTeam-
Opt more efficiently optimizes most of the fitness functions solved by
FDA. This method is applied to the optimal antenna placement problem
and its effectiveness is demonstrated.
Another result is multiagent-based distributed software architecture

that has learning capabilities. The basic software units of the architec-
ture are agents that are activated periodically and thus perform cycles
as if they were making ticks like a clock. They can access tag boards for
posting or reading messages, called tags. Moreover, they control when a
tag board is to be flipped, i.e. turned over from the current display to
an updated display. This collection of organizing principles and generic
functional units is called the flip-tick architecture (FTA) for R-Teams ap-
plications. The architecture is cycle-based. It supports one of the most
common operation principles of real-world intelligent systems: to effi-
ciently perform cycles in large data spaces as well as in complex control
loops. R-Teams architecture denotes the structure and design of appli-
cation systems that are based on teams of reflective FTA agents. Such
agents are able to assess their situation and the current context of op-
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eration and to draw conclusions for their future behavior, e.g. through
adaptation or learning. This multiagent microsimulation architecture is
applied to the problem of simulating city traffic in Bonn.
Based on the various activities of the GMD Lab described above,

the theoretical foundation of evolutionary algorithms for optimization is
fully described in chapter III.

2.4.4 Distributed and Active Learning (NEC Lab)
Chapter IV presents the work of the NEC Lab. Rigorous theoretical in-
vestigations on three topics, distributed cooperative Bayesian learning,
learning specialist decision lists, and the lob-pass problem, are described.
The goals of the research in this laboratory are to investigate and de-
velop efficient and robust methods of distributed and active learning.
New committee-based query learning methods and distributed coopera-
tive Bayesian learning strategies are recognized as important progresses
in this area. The performance of the methods is evaluated both theoret-
ically and empirically, and rigorous theoretical analyses of the efficiency
of the algorithms are given.
A new criterion, extended stochastic complexity, that extends the

model selection criterion of MDL (minimum description length) from a
Bayesian decision theoretic point of view has been applied to distributed
cooperative learning strategies.
As a test-bed application, the development of the efficient word-clus-

tering method and applications to syntactic disambiguation is a remark-
able result. The method is applied to large scale tagged text corpus to
show applicability to the real-world data and the world record perfor-
mance are demonstrated. Probability distributions suited for natural
language processing are explored. Another test-bed application is ge-
netic information processing.

2.4.5 Stochastic Pattern Computing (SICS Lab)
Chapter V presents the research of the SICS Lab on computing with
large random patterns and its application to natural language under-
standing. Goals of this laboratory are

• to understand natural (i.e. the brain’s) mechanisms of intelligence,
and
• to build computers that employ such mechanisms, based on holistic
representation (combining syntax and semantics in a uniform rep-
resentation) and on stochastic computing (combining the strengths
of numeric and symbolic computing in a system that computes
with very large pseudorandom patterns and achieves reliability by
statistical laws of large numbers).
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Sparse distributed representation is proposed and investigated. One
major development is the spatter code and the sparchunk code. The spat-
ter code is a method of forming analyzable holistic representations of
higher-level concepts using dense binary vectors, i.e. vectors with roughly
the same number of 1s as 0s. The sparchunk code solves the same prob-
lem with sparse codes. One advantage with this code is that the SDM
memory can be used for breaking a concept down into its constituents.
Both these methods can be used hierarchically. An algorithm for associ-
ating information represented by sparse vectors is proposed and applied
to natural language understanding.

2.4.6 Symbol-Pattern Integration (Toshiba Lab)
The Toshiba Lab studies fundamental philosophical issues on the inte-
gration of symbols and patterns. Specifically, they aim at modeling the
logical reasoning of patterns. Here a pattern is represented by a func-
tion and approximated by a neural network. Then the neural network
is interpreted as a multilinear function. To make reasoning out of pat-
terns, the lab investigates the logical structure embedded in the space of
multilinear functions, collaborating with JAIST and Chiba University.
Some fundamental relationships between multilinear function space and
BCK logics have been revealed, and a complete many-valued logic with
product-conjunction is selected as a suitable logic for making inferences
with pattern information. The result is then applied to various real-world
data such as financial time series.

2.5 Concluding Remark
This section provides an overview of the R&D in the theoretical and
algorithmic foundations of the RWC program. Many important research
topics have been covered by six distributed laboratories and five of them
are described in more detail in the following chapters.
We hope that the readers will enjoy the following chapters and that

the results of this project will become fundamental tools to open the
door to the new world of information technology.
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